Mental health
Mental health can be defined as "a state of well-being in which an individual realizes his or her own abilities, can cope with the normal stresses of life, can work productively and is able to make a contribution to his or her community" (WHO, 2014) . It is more than simply an absence of symptoms and diagnoses (depression, anxiety, stress, insomnia, etc.) , including more subjective, non-clinical criteria, and a "full spectrum of mental health states", from positive (wellbeing) to negative (illness) (Weich et al., 2011:23) . It is influenced by socio-economic, spatial and dynamic factors, which interact in complex ways.
In a review, Fryers et al. (2003) found socio-economic status, unemployment, education, income, and material living standards were all predictors of mental health, particularly of persistent depression (see also Lorant et al. (2003) ). Many of these associations are complex, only occurring within certain groups. For example, urbanity (Verheij, 1996) and socio-economic status (Weich & Lewis, 1998a) has been found to predict mental health particularly for women and the elderly.
Where you live also affects your mental health. McKenzie et al. (2002) argue that the social network in which you interact (your 'social capital') is important in predicting mental disorders like schizophrenia. Weich et al. (2002) consider the built environment, finding that deck-access and recently built housing are associated with depression. Weich et al. (2005) also examined the importance of the household, finding similar levels of depression among cohabiting individuals.
Larger-scale spatial units appear less important, with minimal differences between neighbourhoods in mental health (Propper et al., 2005; Weich et al., 2003) . Larger-still geographical scales of analysis may be important; local authority districts (LADs) are units by which public health funding is now distributed in the UK (Department-of-Health, 2012) , which could be an important mechanism by which spatial differences arise. Evidently, geography may matter at some scales more than others.
Mental health is dynamic. Psychiatric disorders have onsets and recoveries and can be chronic or more temporary in nature (Weich & Lewis, 1998a:9) , whilst their predictors also vary over time. Thus, Weich and Lewis (1998b) find that poverty and unemployment effect recovery from, but not the onset of, mental disorders. Benzeval and Judge (2001) find that long-term poverty has a bigger effect on mental health than short term poverty. Lindstrom et al. (2014) find that risk factors accumulate through the life-course, with factors in childhood adding to contemporary factors to affect mental health later in life. Regarding changes over the life-course, Musick and Bumpass (2012) find that the positive association of marriage and mental wellbeing dissipates through the life-course, whilst Jorm (1999) finds the association between mental disorders and smoking is smaller in old age.
The Age-Period-Cohort identification problem
A key methodological conundrum when considering temporal facets of mental health is the APC identification problem. Whilst this has been part of the literature for decades (Glenn, 1977; Mason et al., 1973; Ryder, 1965) , serious misunderstandings remain across the social sciences (Bell & Jones, 2014b) . This section clarifies these misunderstandings before considering their relevance to understanding changing mental health.
The differences between age, period, and cohort effects is explicated by this fictional dialogue by Suzuki (2012:452) :
A: I can't seem to shake off this tired feeling. Guess In summary, age effects result from individuals growing older, period effects result from factors specific to the year of measurement, and cohort effects result from similarities between individuals born contemporaneously (e.g. due to common factors affecting them in their formative years).
However, APC are exactly co-linear, such that the value of one can be found if you know the values of the other two:
As shown previously (Bell & Jones, 2014b:336-337) , this means an apparent effect of age could fully or in part be the result of combined period and cohort processes. Imagine that mental health is determined solely by cohort and age effects, each of value 2:
Substituting (1) into (2), the following data generating processes produce identical dependent variables:
Therefore one cannot tell, from a given dataset alone, which of the above processes produced the outcome variable, and thus the true size of (or even presence of) an age effect. A model attempting to differentiate all three linear effects cannot be estimated because of exact collinearity, whilst controlling for only two of APC risks confounding with the third. This problem is "in the population, not just in the sample… [meaning it] cannot simply be solved by manipulating the data or the model" (Bell & Jones, 2014b:338) , unlike other problems of (inexact) collinearity, where collecting more data could be a solution.
Regardless, many have attempted to solve the identification problem statistically (Mason et al., 1973; Robertson & Boyle, 1986) . Some group one of APC to break the exact collinearity -producing results that arbitrarily depend on the chosen grouping (Glenn, 1976; Osmond & Gardner, 1989) . Others use more complex statistical legerdemain. Here I consider the Hierarchical APC (HAPC) model (Yang & Land, 2006 , since it is adapted for use in this paper. This cross-classified multilevel model is designed for repeated-cross-sectional data, and treats periods and cohorts as contexts in which individuals reside (figure-1). It can be specified as a 'micro' (individual-level) and 'macro' (higher-level) equation as follows:
[Figure-1 about here] i represents individuals; a residual is associated with each cohort group ( ℎ ) and period ( ), variances of which are estimated ( 1 2 and 2 2 respectively). In contrast, the age effect is estimated as a polynomial function (here linear and quadratic), with parameters 1 and 2 . It is argued that, because age effects are estimated differently to period and cohort effects, and because age effects are estimated non-linearly, the identification problem is solved:
"The underidentification problem of the classical APC accounting model has been resolved by the specification of the quadratic function for the age effects." (Yang & Land, 2006:84) "An HAPC framework does not incur the identification problem because the three effects are not assumed to be linear and additive at the same level of analysis" (Yang & Land, 2013:191) Unfortunately this is incorrect; simulation studies show the HAPC model can produce incorrect estimates (Bell & Jones, 2014b, c; Luo & Hodges, 2013) . This is unsurprising given the argument above;
the HAPC model logically cannot do what is claimed (Fienberg, 2013; Glenn, 1976 Glenn, , 2005 .
Failing to understand the ubiquity of the identification problem, and the impossibility of a mechanical solution to it, has led to numerous misleading findings. This problem is widespread in research on mental health, as shown next.
Longitudinal and life-course effects on mental health
Given the impossibility of separating APC effects, when modelling life-course or longitudinal effects one must make assumptions regarding at least one of APC to estimate their effects robustly. In some research areas there may not be a theoretical basis on which to base such assumptions, and they cannot be confirmed empirically. However with mental health, strong assumptions can be justified.
Following Spiers et al. (2011) I argue that it is unlikely that there would be any linear (or higher polynomial) period trends in mental health. This is not to say that periods never matterhypothetically, there could be a decline in mental health with an economic recession, or an increase during national celebrations. However there is no reason to expect a continuous trend across periods affecting all ages. Cohorts, through the nature of individuals' upbringings, more plausibly explain how changes in mental health could occur over time.
The reader may question this assumption -it cannot be confirmed empirically, relying instead on the researcher's intuition (ideally reinforced by theory). However such discussion is absent from previous research into life-course effects on mental health. Whilst some mention cohort and/or period effects, the consequences of the identification problem on life-course effect-estimates are rarely recognised.
Usually, the identification problem is left unconsidered.
The shape of life-course trajectories in mental health, both in terms of mental illness and mental wellbeing, has attracted debate involving researchers across social science and medical disciplines, although there is a limited social-science and economic theory to underpin this debate Oswald, 2008:1735) . Much of this research argues that life-course trajectories are U-shaped, with mental health declining to mid-life and then improving with old age. To some extent this fits common conceptualisations of 'midlife crises', whereby individuals become unsatisfied with unmet aspirations (Schwandt, 2013) and attempt to rekindle their youth, often accompanied by mental distress such as anxiety and depression; this research has attracted media attention (Economist, 2010) . There are theoretical and anecdotal reasons to believe midlife crises exist and can negatively affect individuals' wellbeing and health more generally, but uncertainty remains. Some argue that stereotypes of midlife crises are based on changing cultural age-related norms, and no mid-life change occurs (Freund & Ritter, 2009:582) . Whilst midlife crises are generally understood as discrete periods lasting a few years, rather than the U-shape across the whole life-course found by this research, the a posteriori U-shape is notable, particularly the dramatic improvement in mental health found in later life. Such an improvement could result from, for example, a lack of stress in retirement (Bosse et al., 1991) , but one would expect this to be tempered, if not reversed, by loneliness (Wenger et al., 1996) , or agerelated mental illnesses such as dementia.
However, I argue previous analyses of both wellbeing and mental disorders fail to control appropriately for cohort effects. Some attempt to control for both periods and cohorts (Blanchflower & Oswald, 2008; Clark & Oswald, 2006) , some control only for periods (Blanchflower & Oswald, 2009;  Howden-Chapman et al., 2011) whilst others are cross-sectional analyses that cannot control for cohorts due to exact collinearity with age (Blanchflower & Oswald, 2011; Deaton, 2008; Lang et al., 2011) . Papers finding no U-shape (Frijters & Beatton, 2012; Kassenboehmer & Haisken-DeNew, 2012) tend to be fixed effects analyses, controlling for all individual level variability using dummies or demeaning (Bell & Jones, 2014d) . Because cohort is an unchanging attribute of individuals, this controls for cohort effects (unless periods are additionally controlled).
Methodology

Extension of the HAPC model
Whilst the HAPC model does not work as claimed, the model presents a compelling conceptualisation of APC. The multilevel framework is intuitive and it can easily be extended to incorporate other random levels (e.g. spatial settings). However, first certain assumptions need to be made so that the results found are non-arbitrary. As argued above, one can assume that there are no continuous period trends, and thus equation-4 can be extended by including a cohort polynomial in the fixed part of the model:
( 1 2 ) = 0 + 1 + 2 2 + 0 = 0 + 3 ℎ + 4 ℎ 2 + ℎ + ~(0, 2 ), ℎ~( 0, 1 2 ),~(0, 2 2 ) (5) 3 and 4 estimate the continuous cohort trend; ℎ estimates cohort-level differences around that trend. Additionally, an interaction between cohort and age should be included (Miyazaki & Raudenbush, 2000) . This does not, as others claim (for example see Yang & Land, 2013:291) , act as a period effect; rather it allows for different cohort groups to have different age effects (Bell & Jones, 2014a ). Such a model has been used elsewhere (Chen et al., 2010; McCulloch, 2014; Shaw et al., 2014; Yang, 2007; Yang & Lee, 2009 ), but without the advantage of estimated period and cohort random effects.
Other structural levels can also be included. With panel data (rather than repeated-cross-sectional data), it is important to include an individual level, accounting for dependency within individuals (as suggested by Suzuki, 2012) ; age becomes an observation-level variable. Other spatial levels can be included, building the structure from three levels (figure-1) to six (figure-2). Additional covariates, and interactions involving those covariates, can be included. Finally, the random part of the model can be extended to include random slopes -e.g. allowing the age trend to vary between individuals.
Equation-5 can thus be extended to:
Here, i refers to observations (the lowest level) and not individuals. represents a series of p-5 covariates, with parameter estimates , and their interactions with age and cohort are estimated by and respectively; 5 estimates the age-by-cohort interaction effect. The random age slopes are specified by allowing 1 to vary by residual (1) , which has a variance estimated as 1 2 , along with the intercept's variance ( 1 2 ) and their covariance ( 1 1 ). Other levels -LAD, Household, Cohort, Period and Observation -each have an associated set of residuals, and estimated variance.
Data
Data come from the BHPS, a representative survey of individuals tracked from 1991-2008 (The BHPS ended in 2008, replaced by a new dataset, Understanding Society -analysis of that dataset is beyond this paper's scope). Our dependent variable, measuring mental health, is derived from the General Health Questionnaire (GHQ- Goldberg & Williams, 1988 ). Respondents answer the following 12 questions, on a 4-point scale coded from 0-3 (0 representing the best health and 3 the worst):
Have you recently:
 been able to concentrate on whatever you are doing?
 lost much sleep over worry?
 felt that you are playing a useful part in things?
 felt capable of making decisions about things?
 felt constantly under strain?
 felt you couldn't overcome your difficulties?
 been able to enjoy your normal day to day activities?
 been able to face up to your problems?
 been feeling unhappy and depressed?
 been losing confidence in yourself?
 been thinking of yourself as a worthless person?
 been feeling reasonably happy, all things considered?
These scores are summed, creating a 37-point scale that measures general mental health, with higher scores indicating worse health (Taylor et al., 2010) . This acts as a predictor of being a psychiatric case, but includes both positive and negative elements of mental health, including more transient problems not requiring treatment. Whilst specific facets of health cannot be distinguished with this measure, it is ideal for this paper, where mental health is conceived more generally than psychiatric illness.
We include control variables in our model, described in table-1, which were identified in the literature as important predictors of mental health (see above). This is done in a somewhat exploratory way given that the theoretical base for such covariates is limited. There is debate about the inclusion of such controls, because the direction of causality is unclear (Blanchflower & Oswald, 2009; Glenn, 2009 ): whilst marriage could affect mental health, health could also affect the likelihood of marriage.
Including such controls has value, partly because including interactions with those covariates can reveal, albeit in an exploratory way, how age and cohort trends differ for different demographics, which has already been considered for a number of the covariates in previous work (see above). We also present models including only age, cohort and gender; substantively the results do not differ.
[ Our data also include identifiers for individuals, household-years and LADs -which are included as random variables, alongside periods and cohorts (the latter grouped into 5-year intervals to reduce dependency between each cohort unit).
Modelling strategy
Modelling was conducted in MLwiN v2.30 (Rasbash et al., 2014) with MCMC estimation (Browne, 2009 ). Models were run for 50,000 iterations, following a 2000 iteration burn-in, which was sufficient for all parameters to converge to a non-trending distribution, with an effective sample size of >400.
Hierarchical centring was used to accelerate convergence (Browne, 2009:401) .
We implement a bottom-up modelling strategy, starting with a simple model and building complexity (see table-2) . Model-1 is a 2-level model, with observations nested within individuals. Age and cohort polynomials were included as far as significant (up to a cubic term), alongside an interaction between the age and cohort linear terms. A gender dummy variable, and interactions between gender and age/cohort polynomials, were also included (again to polynomial orders as high as significant). The model was then extended from two to six levels (model-2), with each level added consecutively, and their significance tested using the Deviance Information Criterion (DIC- Spiegelhalter et al., 2002) .
Covariates were added (model-3), followed by random slopes (model-4), the latter testing (a) whether the cohort random effects differ between genders (adding another dimension to the gender-by-cohort interaction terms), and (b) whether the age effect varies across individuals. At this stage, any nonsignificant effects were removed (model-5) on the basis of a Bayesian p-value of >0.05 for fixed effects and a substantial decline in the DIC for random effects. Next, interactions were included, between each of the covariates, and age/cohort (model-6), to allow for possible differences in life-course and longitudinal effects by demographic characteristic. These were retained if the effects of the ( * ) and ( * ℎ ) interactions were jointly significant. This model was used to create the graphs below, but the results did not substantively differ from other models.
Within-and between-individual effects
A problem with multilevel models (or 'random effects' models) is bias when covariates are correlated with (higher-level) residuals (Wooldridge, 2002:257) . This is because covariates can have different effects at different levels of analysis, often termed between-and within-individual effects (Bell & Jones, 2014d) . However using a variant of the formulation suggested by Mundlak (1978) mitigates this problem by specifying within and between effects explicitly. Thus, in model-7, the effect of each observation-level covariate was split into within-and between-individual components, using the individual-mean-centred variable for the within effect and the individual mean for the between effect.
Three points should be noted here. First, between effects can be biased by uncontrolled higher-level confounders (e.g. unmeasured attributes of individuals) -care must be taken when interpreting these coefficients. Second, effects are separated into only two levels (individuals and observations) -there could remain additional biases from correlations with other random effects. However, it was not feasible to estimate separate effects for each of our six levels for each covariate, and given that little variance is located at other levels, any bias would be minimal. Third, birth year (our measure of cohort) is exactly collinear to the individual mean of age. Thus, the inclusion of cohorts in the model means that age effects are already the corrected within-individual effects (Bell & Jones, 2014b) .
[ 
Results
All six levels were found to have significant variance (the DIC declined when each level was included).
When all 6 levels were included in the model, the age-by-cohort interaction became insignificant and was omitted. Allowing the gender effect to vary at the cohort-group level improved the model only marginally (the DIC declined by <10, and the results of the more complex model were not substantively different); for the sake of simplicity these random terms were omitted from later models. 
APC effects
Stochastic individual and spatial effects
As well as period and cohort variances, the model also estimates variances for LADs, household-years, individuals and observations. Nearly half of the variation (49% based on model-2) occurs within individuals once age, cohort and gender are controlled -in other words an individual's mental health varies considerably year-to-year. The majority of the remaining variance is between individuals (41%), suggesting some individuals consistently have better mental health than others. A relatively large proportion of the variance (8%) occurs at the household-year level, in line with previous findings (Weich et al., 2005) that cohabiting individuals have similar levels of mental health. Finally, although statistically significant, LADs have only a small effect on mental health, accounting for 0.5% of the total variance, in line with Propper et al. (2005) and others who find limited spatial effects, and suggesting varying public health policies between LADs will have minimal effects on mental health. The period and cohort random effects are even smaller (with age and cohort trends controlled) -accounting for 0.1% and 0.2% of the variance, respectively.
In model-4 onwards, the linear component of the age effect was allowed to vary between individuals. Figure-4 shows the coverage intervals that result from allowing individuals to have different age slopes. Individuals vary greatly, and increasingly vary as they age -whilst some remain relatively mentally healthy (or improve in health), others deteriorate (perhaps because of age-related problems like dementia), producing a 'fanning out' of mental distress levels over the life-course.
[ Figure-4 about here]
Other covariates, and their interactions with age/cohort
Several other covariates were included to evaluate their relationships with mental health, and their effect on life-course and cohort trajectories. It should be noted that these should be interpreted carefully, given the somewhat exploratory nature of the analysis. We are testing the significance of multiple variables, chosen with a relatively limited theoretic base, and so further theoretical work and testing should be undertaken to confirm the external validity of the following findings.
All the variables tested had significant effects on GHQ-scores (model-3 onwards). Individuals who are female, of lower social class, living in urban areas, non-white, poor, unmarried, smoke, and have only primary level education, in general have the worst mental health (at least as reported through the GHQ). There were no differences in mental health between different non-white ethnicities, nor between different education levels above primary education, and so these dummy variables were not included in the presented models.
Additionally, interactions between the age and cohort effects, and the above covariates, were evaluated to see how covariates' relationships with GHQ-score vary across cohorts and the life-course.
Whilst only interactions with the linear age and cohort effects are presented here, interactions with higher-order polynomials of age and cohort were included in other models; whilst some of these were statistically significant, they did not alter the results substantively. The key significant findings are displayed in figure-5. The apparent benefits of marriage appear to be limited to the young, in line with the findings of Musick and Bumpass (2012) : older people if anything have worse mental health if married. Among unmarried people there appears to be a weak U-shape trajectory (figure-5a).
Controlling for these differential age effects, there are also differences in cohort trajectories between married and unmarried individuals; the benefits of marriage decrease over time and the increase in GHQ-score with cohorts is only evident for married individuals. Figure-5c shows that the beneficial effects of having more than primary education increases over the life-course (although this interaction is only marginally significant). Finally, figure-5d shows that the relationship between smoking and GHQ seems to be greater among more recent cohorts, with no differences between smokers and nonsmokers in older cohorts; such a process could have produced the apparent age-smoking interaction found by Jorm (1999) .
[ Figure-5 about here]
The GHQ-Urbanity and GHQ-Income associations were also found to vary with age/cohort (the age and cohort interactions were jointly significant) but individually the interaction terms were nonsignificant, making it impossible to say which of the two effects drive these differences. Younger individuals appear less affected by urbanity and more affected by income than older people -but whether this is driven by an age or a cohort effect cannot be ascertained. No age/cohort interactions were found with either ethnicity or social class -these relationships appear constant across cohorts and the life-course.
One should not interpret these effects causally -reverse causality is possible, and there are potential confounders that could explain the apparent relationships. However, it remains valuable to consider how different populations (e.g. married and unmarried) differ in both their mental health, and their life-course and cohort trajectories. Statistical methods that attempt to consider reverse causality exist, but are beyond this paper's scope-e.g. the multilevel distributed lag model (Bell et al., 2014) gives an indication of causality for multilevel data.
Finally, model-7 divides the covariates' effects into within-and between-individual components. The within-individual effect of primary education was non-significant (unsurprisingly, given it varies little within individuals) as were the between-individual effects of the income-by-age and income-by-cohort interactions (these were removed from the model). That is, there is no evidence of an effect of gaining primary education in later life (only of having it from childhood), nor of generally having higher income (only of a change in income). There was no statistically significant difference in the between-and within-individual effects of social class and urbanity, so un-separated effects were retained (ethnicity and gender do not vary within individuals so only have between-effects). The effect of income on age/cohort trajectories appears to occur within-individuals -changes in income, rather than individuals' general level of income over the sample period, are related to mental health trajectories.
Marriage appears to have both a within-and between-individual effect (both getting married, and being more pre-disposed to be married, are independently related positively to mental health). The effect of smoking appears to be predominantly (but not exclusively) a between-individual relationship;
an individual's predisposition to smoke, rather than a change in the number of cigarettes smoked is related to GHQ-score (although the within-effect is also significant). It can be argued that significant within-effects are more suggestive of a causal effect (since they are net of any individual-level characteristics) although reverse causality remains a strong possibility; testing this conclusively would require quasi-experimental methods (e.g. natural experiments).
Discussion
The key contribution of this paper is to question the stylised fact of a consistent U-shaped trend in the life-course trajectory of individuals, with mental health problems peaking in mid-life. I argue these findings have been the result of a failure to understand the APC identification problem, and thus to appropriately control for cohort effects. Instead, mental distress appears to rise throughout the lifecourse: the negative effects of old age on mental health seem to outweigh the positives. This is not to say that the U-shape is entirely without merit. First, here we examine general mental health, and do not differentiate between different facets of mental health. Different forms of health may have different life-course trajectories, with some (e.g. work-related stress) more likely to be Ushaped. Moreover, positive (wellbeing) and negative (illness) dimensions of mental health may have different trajectories (Hu et al., 2007) . Second, an (albeit weak) U-shaped life-course trajectory was found for unmarried individuals. Finally, our study is limited to the UK and so its applicability to other contexts is uncertain; work using cross-national datasets, similar to that of Blanchflower and Oswald (2008) but with age and cohort properly specified, could help confirm this.
As well as allowing the life-course effect to be estimated accurately, the estimated cohort effects are themselves substantively interesting. Successive cohorts appear to have increasingly poor mental health, particularly among women, those who are married, and smokers. The general trend fits with theories about the increasing pace of modern life, but is not consistently found -e.g. Spiers et al. (2011) find no consistent cohort trend. In addition to the general trend, by modelling cohorts stochastically, evidence was found for better mental health among those brought up during recessions. This could be because individuals who are brought up experiencing hardship, but become better-off in later life, are more able to deal with problems than those without experience of hardship.
Finally, this article makes important methodological arguments that apply across disciplines. The APC identification problem can, and has, produced misleading results (for further examples see Bell & Jones, 2013a,b; Bell & Jones, 2014b,c) . In this paper, continuous period trends have been assumed zero -an assumption that was not (and could not be) based on the data at hand. There remains space for explicit debate here, regarding in what situations period or cohort trends (or both) would be expected theoretically. This would be an improvement on the unstated and often unintended assumptions implicit in much life-course and longitudinal research, across the social sciences. -1899 - , 1900 - -1904 - , … 1980 - -1984 - 1985 - -1990 25883/21142 individuals Observations 194217/160927 observations Note: the two sample sizes for the random variables refer to their sample size with and without observations with missingness in the covariates. 
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Figure-2 -Extension of the HAPC multilevel structure, incorporating spatial hierarchies and allowing for the model to be used with panel rather than repeated cross-sectional data. Figure-5: Interactions between covariates, and age/cohort. (a) The age effect for individuals who are married and not married, conditional on cohort and other covariates; (b) the cohort effect for individuals who are married and not married, conditional on age and other covariates; (c) the age effect for individuals with only primary education and more than primary education, conditional on cohort and other covariates; (d) the cohort effect for individuals who smoke and do not smoke, conditional on age and other covariates. Dotted lines are 95% confidence intervals. ~(0, (5) 2 ), ℎ~( 0, (4) 2 ), ℎ~( 0, (3) 2 ),~(0, (2) 2 ), (0, (1) 2 ),~(0, 2 )
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